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Abstract: Currently, there is a paucity of study investigating post-

operative ileus in gastric cancer surgery. This prospective study aims to

identify the risk factors for prolonged postoperative ileus (PPOI) and to

use these risk factors to generate a risk stratification scoring system for

the occurrence of PPOI.

Patients who underwent radical gastrectomy for gastric cancer were

included in this study. A multivariate logistic analysis was applied to

identify independent risk factors for PPOI and to generate the scoring

system. A receiver operating characteristic curve was generated and the

area under the curve was calculated to demonstrate the predictive power

of the scoring system.

Finally, 296 patients were included and analyzed, of whom 96

(32.4%) developed PPOI. The multivariate analysis showed that age

�65 years, operative duration �4 hours, tumor–node–metastasis

(TNM) stage ¼ III, open/converted operative technique, and total

postoperative opiates dose (TOD) �0.3 mg/kg were independent risk

factors for PPOI. Based on these factors, a risk stratification scoring

system was generated, classified by low-risk (score 0–2), moderate-risk

(score 3–4), and high-risk (score 5–6) groups. The incidence of PPOI

increased by 7.5-fold from low-risk to high-risk group. The area under

the curve of the scoring system was 0.841 (95% CI, 0.793–0.890),

indicating a good predictive capability for the occurrence of PPOI.

We have identified independent risk factors for the occurrence of

PPOI and used these factors to construct a risk stratification scoring

system.
Wang, MD, Wen-Y , Neng Lou, MD,
an Shen, MD, PhD, and Zhen Yu, MD, PhD

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, CT = computed

tomography, EPSBO = early postoperative small-bowel

obstruction, LOS = length of postoperative hospital stay, NRS =

nutritional risk screening, POD = postoperative day, POI =

postoperative ileus, PPOI = prolonged postoperative ileus, ROC =

receiver operating characteristic, SD = standard deviation, TNM =

tumor–node–metastasis, TOD = total postoperative opiate dose,

UICC = International Union Against Cancer.

INTRODUCTION

P ostoperative ileus (POI) is defined as a temporary impair-
ment in gastrointestinal motility following surgery.1 It is

characterized by nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and dis-
tension, a delayed passage of flatus and stool, and the inability
to tolerate oral diet.2 ‘‘Normal’’ or ‘‘uncomplicated’’ POI is
generally identified as an inevitable process after surgery,
which typically resolves within 3 days.1,2 When this situation
extends beyond the expected duration, it is defined as ‘‘paraly-
tic’’ or ‘‘prolonged’’ postoperative ileus (PPOI).1,2 In addition to
the features mentioned above, PPOI could further result in a
range of significant consequences, including continuing dis-
comfort, pain, compromised postoperative nutrition and the
need for parenteral nutrition, and the elevated risk of other
postoperative complications.3,4 Moreover, PPOI was an import-
ant contributor to the increased length of postoperative hospital
stay (LOS) and the excessive hospitalization costs.5

Gastric cancer remains the third common cause of cancer
death worldwide, and is among the most prevalent types of
malignancy in Eastern Asia, including Japan, Korea, and
China.6 Radical gastrectomy with lymph node dissection is
the mainstay of therapy in the management of patients with
resectable gastric cancer, and complete resection (R0) brings
the most favorable survival benefit in gastric cancer.7,8 Never-
theless, the patients who underwent gastrectomy always have to
bear a relatively slow postoperative recovery process.9 To
accelerate the postoperative recovery process after gastrectomy,
Enhanced Recovery after Surgery (ERAS) programs have been
proposed.10 Prevention of postoperative ileus is an important
item of ERAS10 since PPOI is one of the major causes for the
delayed postoperative recovery.5,11 However, there is still a lack
of effective therapeutic method for postoperative ileus. There-
fore, it is necessary to investigate the risk factors for PPOI and
develop a risk stratification system to better predict and prevent
the occurrence of PPOI. To our knowledge, there is a paucity of
study investigating PPOI in patients undergoing radical gas-
trectomy. Radical gastrectomy differed from other types of
surgery in terms of surgical site, extent of organ and tissue
struction of gastrointestinal tract. More-
results in resection of vagus nerve, and
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activity.12 Therefore, the results of studies in the setting of other
types of surgery may not be generalized to the patients under-
going radical gastrectomy.

The objective of this prospective study was to investigate
the risk factors for PPOI and to generate a simplified and

Huang et al
clinical practical score-based risk stratification system for the

occurrence of PPOI in a consecutive series of patients who
underwent radical gastrectomy for gastric cancer.

METHODS

Patients
From August 2014 to May 2015, consecutive patients

who underwent elective radical gastrectomy for gastric cancer
at the Gastrointestinal Surgical Department, The First
Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University were
included in this prospective study. The inclusion criteria
included patients who were over 18 years old, were scheduled
to receive elective radical gastrectomy for gastric cancer, had
the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grade �III,
without evidence of metastatic disease, and agreed to take part
in the study and signed the informed consent. All of the
included patients had a relatively accurate preoperative diag-
nosis of gastric adenocarcinoma on the basis of the result of
abdominal computed tomography (CT), gastroscopy and
histological evidence. The exclusion criteria included patients
who received a palliative surgery, had anastomotic leakage
after surgery (considered a cause of postoperative ileus),3 had
gastroparesis after surgery, and had early postoperative small-
bowel obstruction (EPSBO). Anastomotic leakage was ident-
ified if one or more of the following 2 criteria are met:
methylene blue discharge from the peritoneal drains after
an oral intake of methylene blue, or extravasation of contrast
material after an oral intake of water-soluble contrast material
on CT scans.13 Meanwhile, EPSBO was diagnosed if one or
more of the following 2 criteria are met within the first 30
days: patients developed signs, symptoms, and radiographic
evidence of small-bowel obstruction after evidence of return
of gastrointestinal function, or mechanical intestinal obstruc-
tion was definitively confirmed by relaparotomy or contrast
study.14 Additionally, gastroparesis, a syndrome characterized
by delayed gastric emptying in the absence of mechanical
obstruction,15 was diagnosed by radiographic contrast tech-
niques. Little or no emptying of barium within 30 minutes and
retention of gastric barium at 6 hours lead to a diagnosis of
gastroparesis.16

All of the included patients were scheduled to receive
gastrectomy with curative intent according to Japanese gastric
cancer treatment guidelines 2010 (ver. 3).17 Surgical specimens
were staged according to the 7th edition of the International
Union Against Cancer (UICC) tumor–node–metastasis (TNM)
classification of malignant tumors.18

All patients were treated with a standard general anesthesia
regimen, using propofol, sulfentanyl, and rocuronium. Epidural
anesthesia was applied to all patients unless contraindicated,
using 0.5% ropivacaine and 1% lidocaine. For patients who
received epidural anesthesia, epidural analgesia was used after
surgery, using 0.15% ropivacaine and morphine 3 mg. Other-
wise, intravenous patient control analgesia was used, using
sulfentanyl 0.1 mg and flurbiprofen axetil 100 mg. For

additional postoperative pain, a stepwise analgesia regimen
was adopted. In brief, transanal indometacin or intravenous
parecoxib sodium was used at the beginning, if the pain still
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cannot be controlled, intramuscular injections of pethidine
were administered.

The total postoperative opiate dose (TOD) for each patient
was calculated by converting the dose of all opiates medications
into milligram equivalents of parenteral morphine.19 To allow
comparisons between patients, total equivalent dose was then
divided by weight (kg) of the patient, presented as ‘‘mg/kg.’’

A similar perioperative care program was applied to all the
included patients. In brief, patients were fasted for 8 hours
before surgery; nasogastric tubes, urinary catheters, and per-
itoneal drains were routinely used after surgery, nasogastric
tubes were removed after the passage of flatus, urinary catheter
and peritoneal drains were removed at postoperative day (POD)
3 or 4; the maintenance of water and electrolyte balance was
based on blood biochemical examination; a clear fluid oral diet
was administered to patients after the passage of flatus and
progressively evolved into a solid diet as tolerated.

PPOI was diagnosed if 2 or more of the following 5 criteria
are met on or after POD 4 without prior resolution of ‘‘post-
operative ileus’’: nausea or vomiting, inability to tolerate oral
diet over 24 hours, absence of flatus over 24 hours, abdominal
distension, and radiologic confirmation of ileus.2 All patients
were given written informed consent for participation in this
study and the study was approved by the ethics committee of
The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University.

Data Collection
The clinical data of all patients were collected prospec-

tively, and patients were followed up for 30 days by phone calls
every 10 days after discharge. The patient preoperative demo-
graphics and clinical data were obtained, including sex, age,
body mass index (BMI), ASA grade, history of smoking, and
alcohol using; comorbidities including cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease (COPD), renal insufficiency, diabetes, hypertension and
anemia (defined as male<120 g/L and female <110 g/L); pre-
operative plasma albumin level (hypoalbuminemia was defined
as <35 g/L); history of previous abdominal surgery. Preopera-
tive nutritional risk was assessed by nutritional risk screening
(NRS) 2002 within 24 hours of admission, patients with a total
score of 3 or more were considered at nutritional risk.20

Intraoperative data collected including type of anesthesia
(with or without epidural anesthesia); type of surgery (open/
converted or laparoscopic operation, total or subtotal gastrect-
omy, combined or not combined with multiorgan resection);
type of gastrointestinal tract reconstruction (Billroth I, Billroth
II, Roux-en-Y); duration of surgery and tumor–node–metas-
tasis (TNM) stage of tumor.

Postoperative outcomes included postoperative compli-
cations observed during hospitalization and within the 30-day
follow-up period. The postoperative blood leukocyte and neu-
trophils count were tested at POD 3. TOD was calculated and
recorded for each patient. Furthermore, LOS and economic
costs were also calculated accurately to evaluate medical
resources and economy burden resulting from the treatment.

Statistical Analysis
The continuous data which subjected to normal distri-

bution were presented as mean and standard deviation (SD).
The nonnormally continuous distributed data were presented as

Medicine � Volume 94, Number 51, December 2015
median and range. The Student t test and nonparametric test
(Mann–Whitney U test) were used for normally and nonnor-
mally distributed continuous data respectively. Meanwhile,

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.



TABLE 1. Characteristics of Patients, Operation, and Tumor

Characteristic Overall (n¼ 296)
�

Age, mean�SD, yr 64.6� 10.9
Sex

Female 78 (26.4%)
Male 218 (73.6%)
BMI, mean�SD, kg/m2 22.3� 2.8

NRS 2002 score
<3 187 (63.2%)
�3 109 (36.8%)

ASA grade
I 181 (61.1%)
II 82 (27.7%)
III 33 (11.1%)
Duration of operation, mean�SD, min201.9� 50.7

Operation method
Laparoscopy 54 (18.2%)
Open/converted 242 (81.8%)

Type of resection
Subtotal gastrectomy 191 (64.5%)
Total gastrectomy 105 (35.5%)

Type of reconstruction
Billroth I 115 (38.9%)
Billroth II 53 (17.9%)
Roux-en-Y 128 (43.2%)

TNM stage
I 93 (31.4%)
II 53 (17.9%)
III 150 (50.7%)

ASA¼American Society of Anaesthesiologists, BMI¼ body mass
index, RS¼ nutritional risk screening, SD¼ standard deviation,

Prediction of Prolonged Postoperative Ileus After Gastrectomy
categorical data were assessed for their association with PPOI
by x2 test. Spearman rank correlation and Kruskal–Wallis test
were used to assess the correlation between ranked data and
other factors. For all analyses, a P <0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant.

To evaluate the risk factors for PPOI, all variables associ-
ated with PPOI with P< 0.1 from the univariate analyses were
selected as potential parameters, and then a forward stepwise
variable selection was used to establish a multivariable logistic
regression by individual sequential exclusion of variables with
P>0.05. Variables identified as independent predictors of PPOI
on the multivariate analysis were then used to generate a score-
based risk stratification system. The statistical analysis was
performed using a standard statistical software package, SPSS
statistics version 22.0. (IBM, New York).

RESULTS
During the study period, 330 patients met the inclusion

criteria initially. Nineteen patients were excluded for receiving
a palliative operation. Moreover, anastomotic leakage, gastro-
paresis, and EPSBO occurred in 5, 7, and 3 patients, respect-
ively, and these patients were also excluded. Finally, 296
patients remained to be included in the final analysis, of whom
96 (32.4%) developed PPOI. Patient characteristics are sum-
marized in Table 1, the mean age of all the patients was 64.6
years, and the majority of patients (n¼ 218, 73.6%) were men.
All patients were followed up for 30 days after discharge and no
one lost to the follow-up.

Table 2 shows that the patients with PPOI were more likely
to suffer from postoperative complications than the patients
without PPOI (P< 0.001). Moreover, patients with PPOI had a
longer postoperative hospitalization stay (P< 0.001), as well as
a significant more hospital costs than the patients without PPOI
(P< 0.001).

The results of the univariate analysis are presented in
Table 3 in detail. As for preoperative factors, PPOI was
associated with age�65 years (P< 0.001), preoperative anemia
(P< 0.001), preoperative hypoalbuminemia (P< 0.001), ASA
grade¼ III (P¼ 0.001), and NRS 2002 score �3 (P< 0.001).
As for operative factors, duration of operation �4 hours
(P< 0.001), open/converted operative technique (P¼ 0.016),
total gastrectomy (P< 0.001), combined organ and tissue resec-
tion (P¼ 0.035), types of reconstruction (P< 0.001), and TNM
stage¼ III (P< 0.001) were associated with PPOI. As for post-
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operative factors, TOD �0.3 mg/kg (P< 0.001) was associated
with PPOI. The other factors were not significantly associated
with PPOI, including sex; BMI, history of smoking, alcohol

TABLE 2. Comparison of Short-Term Clinical Outcomes Between

Factor PPOI (n¼ 96)
�

Complicationy

No 63
Yes 33
LOS, median (range), daysz 15 (7–75)
Costs, median (range), ¥ z 63134.91 (32021.51–423218

LOS¼ length of postoperative hospital stay, PPOI¼ prolonged postoper�
Values are number of patients unless indicated otherwise.
yx2 test.
zMann–Whitney U test.
§ Statistically significant (P< 0.05).

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
using, prior abdominal operation history, cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases; COPD; renal insufficiency; diabetes;
hypertension, epidural anesthesia, blood leukocyte count and
neutrophils count.

A multivariate forward logistic regression analysis was
applied to identify independent risk factors for PPOI. Five

TNM¼ tumor-node-metastasis.�
Values are number of patients unless indicated otherwise.
variables were independently associated with PPOI, including
age �65 years, operative duration �4 hours, TNM stage¼ III,
open/converted operative technique, and TOD �0.3 mg/kg

Groups With or Without Prolonged Postoperative Ileus

No PPOI (n¼ 200)
�

P Value

170
30 <0.001§

11 (7–39) <0.001§

.90) 52244.10 (24657.00–136063.83) <0.001§

ative ileus.
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TABLE 3. Univariate Analysis of Factors Associated With Prolonged Postoperative Ileus

Factor PPOI (n¼ 96)
�

No PPOI (n¼ 200)
�

Odds Ratio 95% CI P Value

Age
<65 yr 30 117 1
�65 yr 66 83 3.101 1.853–5.191 <0.001y

Sex
Female 22 56 1
Male 74 144 1.308 0.742–2.307 0.353

BMI
�18.5 kg/m2 87 189 1
<18.5 kg/m2 9 11 1.777 0.711–4.446 0.214

NRS 2002 score
<3 47 140 1
�3 49 60 2.433 1.473–4.017 <0.001y

ASA grade
I/II 77 186 1
III 19 14 3.278 1.565–6.869 0.001y

Previous abdominal surgery
No 87 177 1
Yes 9 23 0.796 0.353–1.794 0.582

Smoking habit
No 62 124 1
Yes 34 76 0.895 0.539–1.485 0.667

Alcohol use
No 62 134 1
Yes 34 66 1.113 0.667–1.857 0.681

Hypoalbuminemia
No 55 159 1
Yes 41 41 2.891 1.701–4.914 <0.001y

Cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases
No 70 153 1
Yes 26 47 1.209 0.693–2.109 0.503

COPD
No 90 195 1
Yes 6 5 2.600 0.773–8.744 0.205

Renal insufficiency
No 93 195 1
Yes 3 5 1.258 0.294–5.377 >0.99

Diabetes
No 84 181 1
Yes 12 19 1.361 0.632–2.932 0.430

Hypertension
No 77 154 1
Yes 19 46 0.826 0.453–1.506 0.533

Anemia
No 43 139 1
Yes 53 61 2.809 1.699–4.642 <0.001y

Duration of operation
<4 h 56 177 1
�4 h 40 23 5.497 3.034–9.960 <0.001y

Epidural anesthesia
No 15 32 1
Yes 81 168 1.029 0.527–2.006 0.934

Operation method
Laparoscopy 10 44 1
Open/conversion 86 156 2.426 1.163–5.060 0.016y

Type of resection
�

Subtotal gastrectomy 47 144 1
Total gastrectomy 49 56 2.681 1.617–4.444 <0.001y

Type of reconstruction <0.001y

Billroth I 23 92

Huang et al Medicine � Volume 94, Number 51, December 2015
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Factor PPOI (n¼ 96)
�

No PPOI (n¼ 200)
�

Odds Ratio 95% CI P Value

Billroth II 14 39
Roux-en-Y 59 69

TNM stage
I/II 28 118 1
III 68 82 3.495 2.072–5.893 <0.001y

Combined organ and tissue resection
No 84 189 1
Yes 12 11 2.455 1.041–5.786 0.035y

Total postoperative opiate dose
<0.3 mg/kg 21 130 1
�0.3 mg/kg 75 70 6.633 3.772–11.663 <0.001y

Leukocyte count
<9.5 � 109/L 17 55 1
�9.5 � 109/L 79 145 1.763 0.959–3.241 0.066

Neutrophils count
<6.3 � 109/L 10 22 1
�6.3 � 109/L 86 178 1.063 0.482–2.343 0.880

CI¼ confidence interval, COPD¼ chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.�
Values are number of patients unless indicated otherwise.
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(Table 4). To illustrate the relationship between the independent
risk factors and other variables, we further did several analyses.
The results showed that elderly patients had a higher NRS 2002
score, a higher ASA score, and a higher prevalence of anemia
and hypoalbuminemia (Table 5). Moreover, total gastrectomy
cost a longer operative time compared with subtotal gastrect-
omy (P< 0.001).

The risk stratification scoring system was constructed
using the independent risk factors based on the results of logistic
regression (Table 6). To simplify the scoring system for the
facilitation of practical use, 1 point was assigned for age �65
years, operative duration �4 hours, TNM stage¼ III, and open/
converted operative technique, despite the differences in the
regression coefficients, which ranged from 0.901 to 1.429.
Particularly, 2 points were assigned for TOD �0.3 mg/kg,
which has a regression coefficient of 2.148. The scoring system
was classified by low-risk (score 0–2), moderate-risk (score 3–
4), and high-risk (score 5–6) groups. The incidence of PPOI
was 11.1%, 31.0%, and 83.0% for the low-risk, moderate-risk,
and high-risk groups, respectively (P< 0.001). A receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve was generated and the
area under the curve (AUC) was calculated to demonstrate the
predictive power of the scoring system. The incidence of PPOI
the AUC for the scoring system was 0.841 (95% CI, 0.793–

yStatistically significant (P< 0.05).
0.890), indicating a good discrimination capability at predicting
PPOI21 (Figure 1). The individual data points behind means,
medians, and variance measures presented in the results are

TABLE 4. Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis of Factors Ass

Factor Regression Coeffi

Age �65 yr 1.226
Duration of operation �4 h 1.429
Open/converted operative technique 1.067
TNM stage¼ III 0.901
Total postoperative opiate dose �0.3 mg/kg 2.148

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
available in Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.-
com/MD/A572 (see Table, Supplemental Digital Content 1,
which contains the raw data of this study, http://links.lww.com/
MD/A572).

DISCUSSION
This prospective study is the first study that investigates

the risk factors and generates a risk stratification scoring system
for PPOI in gastric cancer surgery. Multivariate analysis
showed that age �65 years, operative duration �4 hours,
TNM stage¼ III, open/converted operative technique, and
TOD �0.3 mg/kg were independent risk factors for PPOI
(Table 4). Furthermore, a risk stratification scoring system
was constructed using these factors to predict the occurrence
of PPOI (Table 6).

The incidence of PPOI in patients undergoing radical
gastrectomy is 32.4% in this study. Actually, the incidence
rates of PPOI varied in the literature, depending on the surgery
types or due to the different diagnostic criteria.3–5,22,23 The cut-
off day of distinguishing between PPOI and normal POI varied
from 3 days to 6 days in previous studies,3–5,22,23 because there
had been a lack of an internationally accepted standardized
clinical definition for PPOI.2 In this study, we selected POD 4 to
be the most suitable cut-off point as suggested by Vather et al2
based on a systematic review and global survey.
Patients with EPSBO and gastroparesis were excluded in

this study, both of which have a similar symptom as

ociated With Prolonged Postoperative Ileus

cients Odds Ratio 95% CI P Value

3.409 1.775–6.547 <0.001
4.176 1.907–9.142 <0.001
2.907 1.177–7.177 0.021
2.461 1.274–4.755 0.007
8.571 4.398–16.701 <0.001
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TABLE 5. Relationship Between Age and Other Factors

Age
�

Factor <65 �65, <75 �75 P Value

NRS2002y <0.001§

1 65 16 0
2 44 35 27
3 24 18 13
4 14 9 7
5 0 6 18

ASAy <0.001§

I 106 41 34
II 32 31 19
III 9 12 12

Hypoalbuminemiaz <0.001§

No 121 57 36
Yes 26 27 29

Anemiaz <0.001§

No 113 43 26
Yes 34 41 39

�
Values are number of patients unless indicated otherwise.
y Spearman test.

FIGURE 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the
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postoperative ileus. However, their pathophysiology and treat-
ment are different from postoperative ileus.24,25

The present study confirmed the results of previous stu-
dies1,5,26 that PPOI lead to a higher incidence of postoperative
complications, a longer length of postoperative hospital stay
and more hospital costs (Table 2).

Advanced age (age �65 years) was identified as an
independent risk factor for PPOI in this study (Table 4), con-
sistent with the finding of several previous studies.22,27 A
previous mechanism research has demonstrated that imbalances
between pro- and anti-inflammatory mechanisms may be the
underlying pathophysiology for the increased susceptibility to
POI and the increased severity and duration of POI observed in

zKruskal–Wallis test.
§ Statistically significant (P< 0.05).
the elderly.28 Moreover, elderly patients generally have a
decreased nutritional and functional condition, as reflected
by a higher NRS 2002 score, a higher ASA score, and a higher

TABLE 6. Scoring System for the Occurrence of Prolonged Posto

Risk Factor

Age �65 yr
Duration of operation �4 h
Open/conversion
TNM stage¼ III
Total postoperative opiate dose �0.3 mg/kg
Total
Risk score PPOI (n¼ 96)

�

Low (0–2) 13
Moderate (3–4) 39
High (5–6) 44

�
Values are number of patients unless indicated otherwise.

6 | www.md-journal.com
prevalence of anemia and hypoalbuminemia in our study
(Table 5). Preoperative hypoalbuminemia and comorbidities
were reported to be independent risk factors for PPOI in several
previous studies,4,22,23 indicating that the decreased nutritional
and functional status may play a role in the development of
PPOI. In our study, these factors were associated with PPOI in
the univariate analysis (Table 3), but when they were included
in the multivariate analysis, these associations became not
significant, which can be explained by their connections with
advanced age (Table 5). This result suggested that advanced age
can reflect a more comprehensive body functional and nutri-
tional status, serving as an independent risk factor for PPOI.

A duration of operation over 3 hours was associated with
PPOI in colorectal cancer surgery as reported by Chapuis et al.4

In the present study, we found that a duration of operation over

scoring system to predict the occurrence of prolonged postopera-
tive ileus (PPOI). The area under the curve (AUC) was 0.841 (95%
CI, 0.793–0.890).
4 hours was an independent risk factor for PPOI (Table 4). A
longer operative duration is always associated with a higher
operative difficulty and a more intense handling of the bowel,

perative Ileus

Score

1
1
1
1
2
6

Total (n¼ 296)
�

Incidence of
PPOI (%)

117 11.1
126 31.0
53 83.0

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.



both of which have been identified to be independent predictors
for PPOI in colorectal cancer surgery.23 Moreover, a longer
operative duration always accompanies with a greater degree of
surgical trauma and tissue damage. A previous mechanism
research has demonstrated that the release of tissue damage
mediators and proinflammatory cytokines into the systemic
circulation is the most possibly pathogenesis for the impaired
motility of the intestine.29

An important difference between gastrectomy and other
abdominal surgery is the management of vagus nerve. Vagect-
omy was executed in total gastrectomy, whereas celiac branch
of vagus nerve was preserved in subtotal gastrectomy in the
practice of our department. It has been demonstrated that the
preservation of the celiac branch of the vagus nerve results in a
faster recovery of gastrointestinal motility in an animal
model.12 This finding was consistent with our result, which
showed a higher incidence of PPOI after total gastrectomy than
after subtotal gastrectomy (Table 3). However, total gastrect-
omy was not identified to be an independent risk factor, possible
due to its connection with a longer operative duration
(P< 0.001). A longer operative duration can influence PPOI
from several aspects and was independently associated with
PPOI (Table 4). Therefore, the effect of total gastrectomy may
be offset by the inclusion of operative duration in the
multivariate analysis.

Advanced tumor stage (TNM¼ III) was identified to be
independently associated with PPOI after gastrectomy in this
study (Table 4). This finding may be probably due to the fact
that advanced tumor stage was associated with an elevated
systemic and surgical site inflammatory response,30,31 which
may result in a more pronounced POI.32–34

Opiates have been widely reported to be independently
associated with POI after colorectal surgery.1,22 This conclusion
was also confirmed in gastric cancer surgery by our study. It has
been demonstrated that the inhibitory effect of opiates on
postoperative gastrointestinal motility was mediated by periph-
eral m-opioid receptors.35 Postoperative opiates dose is one of
the most important modifiable risk factors for POI. Therefore,
various measures should be adopted to reduce the usage of
opiates, including using nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs as alternatives to opiate analgesics and using thoracic
epidural analgesia.

In the present study, we identified the open/converted
operative technique as an independent risk factor for PPOI
(Table 4), which was consistent with the finding of a previous
study in colorectal surgery.23 Thus, laparoscopic surgery is a
protective factor for PPOI. A previous meta-analysis of random-
ized controlled trials has demonstrated that laparoscopic
surgery leads to a faster recovery of gastrointestinal function
after gastric cancer surgery.36 Laparoscopic surgery is less
traumatic compared with the open surgery, which may lead
to a faster recovery of postoperative bowel function.32,33 More-
over, the level of systemic inflammation was lower after
laparoscopic surgery than after open surgery, as measured by
circulating levels of cytokines (interleukin-1 beta and interleu-
kin-6) and C-reactive protein.37 Thus, the decreased inflamma-
tory response of laparoscopic surgery may also contribute to its
advantage on the postoperative gastrointestinal function. Recent
studies have tended to conclude that the long-term survival
outcome of laparoscopic surgery is comparable to that of open
surgery in gastric cancer patients, even in patients with
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advanced tumor stage.38,39 Therefore, laparoscopic gastrectomy
should be recommended in patients with gastric cancer to
reduce POI.

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
To make the plan of this prospective study, we had
performed preliminary analysis to identify suitable factors to
be included in the final study. Estimated blood loss (EBL) had
been included in the preliminary analysis. However, our pre-
liminary analysis did not show a relationship between EBL and
PPOI. Considering the imprecise estimation of blood loss, we
ultimately decided not to include the data in the final analysis.
Blood transfusion should have been included as an alternative to
EBL since it reflects the intraoperative blood loss. Regrettably,
we did not include blood transfusion in the final analysis and
this is a limitation of this study. Despite this, we could retrieve
the data of EBL and blood transfusion from our prospectively
maintained database. Retrospective univariate and multivariate
analyses including EBL and blood transfusion showed no
connections between these 2 factors and PPOI. Including the
2 factors into analysis did not change the results of this study
(see Tables, Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.-
com/MD/A573, which show the results of univariate and multi-
variate analyses after including the EBL and blood transfusion).
Increased blood loss can potentially result in a greater traumatic
sympathetic and endocrine stress response, which may in turn
impair gastrointestinal motility.1 In addition, blood loss may
also serve as an indicator of bowel injury or an elevated
inflammatory response, both of which are closely related to
PPOI.1 However, the association of EBL and/or blood transfu-
sion with PPOI has not been well established.22,23 More high-
quality studies are needed to obtain a valid conclusion regarding
this issue in the future.

Enhanced Recovery after Surgery (ERAS) principles have
been proposed since the mid-1990s, aiming to attenuate the
surgical stress response, reduce complications, and shorten
hospital stays.11 Currently, ERAS programs have been widely
implemented in colorectal surgery, especially in the Western
countries.11 However, in the field of gastrectomy, the devel-
opment of ERAS programs is far behind that in the field of
colorectal surgery. ERAS programs in gastrectomy surgery
were first reported in the literature in 2010,40 and the inter-
national working group within the Enhanced Recovery After
Surgery Society first published the consensus guidelines for
enhanced recovery after gastrectomy in 2014.10 According to
the consensus guidelines, the ERAS programs for gastrectomy
contain 25 items, including epidural analgesia, no use of
nasogastric tubes, early oral feeding, early mobilization,
etc.10 Postoperative hospital stays after gastrectomy could be
reduced to 5 to 7 days in the context of ERAS programs.41

However, not all patients are suitable for the ERAS programs.
For example, early oral feeding and no use of nasogastric tubes
would cause abdominal distention, nausea, and vomiting in
patients with PPOI. Therefore, these ERAS items may not be
suitable for patients with PPOI. The present study provided
information for the prediction of PPOI and may help in identi-
fying patients who may not be suitable for some ERAS items,
which may contribute to the optimization of ERAS programs
based on the characteristic of individual patients.

Regrettably, this study was not conducted in the context of
ERAS programs since ERAS programs are still not well imple-
mented in the field of gastrectomy.40 However, the absence of
ERAS programs probably makes the results of this study more
suitable to be generalized to the many centers where ERAS
programs are still not well implemented, especially in China.
Despite this, the ERAS programs are actually being imple-
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mented in more and more hospitals and have been proven to
accelerate the recovery of the gastrointestinal function and
shorten the postoperative hospital stays after gastrectomy for
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gastric cancer.41 Therefore, further studies are necessary to
identify the incidence and risk factors for PPOI after radical
gastrectomy in the context of ERAS programs.

There are several other limitations in this study. First, our
current study is a single-center study. However, we optimized
the study design to minimize possible bias. Second, there was a
lack of robust external validation of the scoring system. There-
fore, whether the proposed scoring system will retain its pre-
dictive capability in an independent dataset is yet to be
determined. A prospective multiple-center study is required
to provide evidence for the validation of the scoring system
in the future.

Two previous studies have proposed scoring systems for
PPOI in colorectal cancer surgery. One study included 3
variables in the scoring system but did not construct a ROC
curve to show its the predictive power.22 Another study did
not identify opiates consumption as a predictive factor.23

However, the impact of opiates on the gastrointestinal func-
tion has been well elucidated,1,32,35 probably making that
study underpowered.

The present study was strengthened by the prospective
study design, the strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, and a
standard surgical and perioperative management protocol. The
scoring system proposed by this study demonstrated a good
predictive capability, with an AUC of 0.841 (95% CI, 0.793–
0.890), higher than the 0.742 (95% CI, 0.684–0.799) that was
previously reported,23 indicating the relative high quality of
this study.

In conclusion, the incidence of PPOI was 32.4% in the
present study. PPOI played a crucial role in the process of
recovery after radical gastrectomy for gastric cancer. A risk
stratification scoring system was constructed using the results of
multivariate analysis for the prediction of PPOI. This scoring
system demonstrated a good predictive capability on the basis of
the result of ROC analysis. A prospective multiple-center study
is required to provide evidence for the validation of the scoring
system in the future.
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